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The dried leaves have all blown away and the trees now stand bare against the cold 

clouded sky. The flowers in all their beauty are gone and the grass no longer grows. The 

powerful heat of the radiant sun has cooled greatly so that the air remains chilled the whole day 

long. The clouds of rain have all passed and clouds of snow have moved in. Creation has lost its 

joyful song of birth and a sad, melancholy song now fills this season of change. As we watch this 

wonder in creation we submit our thanks and gratitude to our Maker who has given and made all 

things. 

Our thanks does not come to a stop here though, it walks with us into eternity! As we 

again reach Thanksgiving Day we take special time to remind ourselves of the significance of 

giving thanks. We must show endless joy for Christ and His suffering so that our happiness will 

be evident in our service to God and that we may be shown to be a people through Him. We 

rejoice together as we see a new generation grow up in the church as the older generations pass 

away. We show appreciation for the privilege of educating our youth in schools of our faith. 

Again we remind ourselves of many forgotten blessings, blessings of food in plenty while 

others die in the streets from gross starvation. We also have shelter and warmth far greater than 

we need while many live, never realizing the meaning of either one. We are given so much more 

than one would dare to ask for that we often lose our appreciation. 

     A complete Thanksgiving does not end here, however. It reaches out into the world of 

rejoicing for the great gift of happiness and along with that also the deep pressing sorrow that we 

are given. We give thanks for sickness which at time steals away our health and for the rising 

mountains of struggles after which comes blessed peace. And again we offer our thankfulness for 

the power of death as well as the power of life. For all this we give sincere praise always to our 

Lord for having taught us what true thankfulness and Christian understanding means for all of 

these things. 

This overwhelming gratitude in return for all of these gifts is what develops enthusiasm 

and happiness in people! Thankfulness does not stifle participation or create a desire to push our 

duties on to another man. Reader, where there is thankfulness there is response — response! 

Are you thankful? Really thankful? 
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